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The precise measurement of the high masses of the pulsars PSR J1614-2230 (M1614 =

1.97 ± 0.04 M⊙) and PSR J0348-0432 (M0348 = 2.01 ± 0.04 M⊙) provides an important

constraint for the equation of state of cold, dense matter and is suited to give interesting

insights regarding the nature and existence of the possible phase transition to deconfined

quark matter in the cores of neutron stars. We analyze the stability and composition of

compact star sequences for a class of hybrid nuclear – quark-matter equations of state.

The quark matter phase is described in the framework of a standard color superconducting

3-flavor Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model and the hadronic phase is given by the Dirac-Brueckner-

Hartree-Fock equation of state for the Bonn-A potential. The phase transition is obtained

by a Maxwell construction. Within this model setup we aim to constrain otherwise not

strictly fixed parameters of the NJL model, namely the coupling strengths in the vector

meson and diquark interaction channels. We perform this investigation for two different

parameterizations characterized by a different scalar coupling constant. The analysis of flow

data obtained in heavy-ion collisions resulted in a further constraint which we account for

in our discussion. Massive hybrid stars with extended quark matter cores can be obtained

in accordance with all of the considered constraints.

PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh,12.38.Lg,26.60.Kp,97.60.Jd,25.75.Ag

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron stars (NS) are considered to be cos-

mic laboratories for dense matter [1, 2]. Of par-

ticular interest is the fact that the region of high

densities and very low temperatures where NS
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are located in the QCD phase diagram is not ac-

cessible for terrestrial experiments or lattice sim-

ulations of QCD. The physics of NS is studied

intensively in order to derive constraints for the-

ories of high density physics aiming to comple-

ment the insights obtained from heavy-ion col-

lisions. In the effort to understand the complex

physics of neutron stars a large variety of ob-

servables has been studied which provide valu-
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able constraints on the equation of state (EoS).

For recent reviews see, e.g., [2–6]. A crucial ob-

servable in this investigation is the maximum

attainable mass of a NS which is directly con-

nected to the EoS. The precise knowledge of the

highest NS mass puts significant constraints on

the stiffness of the EoS and can rule out entire

classes of EoS models[7]. More advanced ap-

proaches aim to process simultaneously spectra,

luminosities and distances of as many as possible

NS in order to extract masses and radii simulta-

neously. These information can be further eval-

uated to determine a most probable underlying

EoS within a Bayesian framework [8, 9]. While

this method promises a detailed reconstruction

of the EoS it relies on the availability of high

quality, indisputable data suitable for the extrac-

tion of mass and radius constraints. Efforts are

being made in the astronomers community to

achieve this goal [10].

The recent measurement of two massive neu-

tron stars with M1614 = 1.97±0.04 M⊙ (for PSR

J1614-2230 [11]) and M0348 = 2.01 ± 0.04 M⊙

(for PSR J0348-0432 [12]) revived the discus-

sion about possible implications of a NS with

about two solar masses for the equation of state

of cold and dense matter [7, 13]. These well mea-

sured masses greatly exceed the previously high-

est well known NS mass of 1.667± 0.021 M⊙ for

PSR J1903+0327 [14, 15]. Because of the nar-

row error bands already this object provided a

strong constraint on the stiffness of the equation

of state. For example, it was suggested that this

measurement puts a considerable strain on the

possibility of the existence of quark matter in

the cores of dense stellar objects [7]. A discus-

sion similar to todays regarding PSR J1614-2230

followed when a pulsar mass of about 2M⊙ had

been reported for J0751+1807 [16], see [17] and

references therein. Although this value had to

be corrected afterwards, all conclusions drawn

from the mere fact, that such heavy NS ex-

ist still stand. Contrary to other claims (e.g.,

Ref. [18]) we emphasize that observations of NS

with masses of 2 M⊙ and beyond do not exclude

the existence of hybrid NS with a quark mat-

ter core [19]. Partially, we use the present work

to reemphasize this known fact within the frame-

work of an Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model in

a similar but more detailed analysis as we per-

formed it in previous work[17].

The appearance of new degrees of freedom,

the most prominent being hyperons and quarks,

entails a softening of the EoS and in general

reduces the maximum NS mass in compari-

son to the underlying pure nuclear matter EoS.

This softening, however, is not necessarily strong

enough to conclude that NS masses as high as

2 M⊙ preclude the existence of exotic matter in

the NS core. This has been confirmed in a num-

ber of studies concerning both, the occurrence of

hyperons (see, e.g., [20–24]) and the transition to

quark matter described within various different

model approaches, e.g., [25–34]. The discussion

of the limits on the stiffness of the high-density

EoS is also performed in the context of heavy-
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ion collision experiments which provide further

constraints on the EOS stiffness, see [34, 35].

In the present paper we systematically scan a

part of the NJL model parameter space in order

to locate those parameter regions which result

in QM cores for massive NS. We fully scan the

region of vector- and diquark couplings which re-

sult in stable NS configurations with QM cores.

Additionally, we apply two different parame-

terizations regarding the scalar coupling, which

both reproduce the pion and kaon mass as well

as the pion decay constant and light quark mass

in vacuum. The differences between them re-

sult from slightly different choices for the scalar

coupling constant which are compensated by a

different three-momentum cutoff Λ. Details con-

cerning the parameterization scheme are found

in [36]. Additionally, we investigate how these

hybrid EoS which we find to favor massive NS

with QM core agree with the flow constraint [37].

In order to keep this study sufficiently trans-

parent we have chosen to vary the free param-

eters of the EoS model only in the quark sec-

tor and to apply the ab-initio Dirac-Brueckner--

Hartree-Fock (DBHF) EoS using the Bonn-A

nucleon-nucleon potential [38] as the only nu-

clear matter EoS we investigate. The latter well

describes the saturation properties of symmetric

nuclear matter, provides a sufficiently high max-

imum NS mass of 2.4 M⊙, and is in agreement

with the flow constraint up to 3.5 times satura-

tion density [39]. The phase transition between

nuclear and quark matter is modelled in terms

of a Maxwell construction.

This work is structured in the following way:

Sect. II discusses the NJL model and a variety of

coupling channels one could account for. While

we do not consider all of these channels we find it

instructive to discuss the variety NJL-type mod-

els offer. Later in the section we focus on the

model as it is used for this study, namely ac-

counting for the scalar-, vector-, and diquark-

interaction channel in the mean field approxi-

mation. In Sect. III we discuss the obtained

compact star sequences and the agreement of the

corresponding EoS parameterizations with flow

data in symmetric matter. Section IV discusses

our conclusions of this study.

II. DENSE HYBRID STAR MATTER

A. NJL-type quark matter models

The NJL model has originally been intro-

duced by Nambu and Jona–Lasinio as a field

theoretical model to understand the origin of

the mass of nucleons as a selfenergy in a the-

ory with four-fermion interactions in analogy to

the occurrence of an energy gap in the theory

of superconductivity [40]. Nowadays this model

is widely appreciated as a useful tool to model

the thermodynamics of deconfined quark matter,

see [41] for a comprehensive review with partic-

ular emphasis on the high density aspects. Sev-

eral reasons contribute to this fact. First, it de-

scribes already in a very simplified form, which
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takes only the attractive scalar interaction term

into account, one of the most prominent key fea-

tures of QCD, the dynamical breaking of chiral

symmetry. This is a clear distinction to the ther-

modynamic bag model which still is widely ap-

plied as it is easy to use for explorative purposes.

A further advantage of NJL-type models is the

availability of a wide number of different inter-

action channels which would result, e.g., from a

global color model of QCD [42] after Fierz re-

arrangement of the current-current type interac-

tion [43, 44]. Even though we strongly benefit

from the NJL models ’simplicity’ we point out,

that it cannot be claimed to be equivalent to

QCD. It reproduces some of the symmetries of

the full theory, but not all. Among the missing

features we mention the local color gauge sym-

metry. Further, interactions are considered on

the level of one-gluon exchange. Hence, higher

order non-perturbative self-interactions are ig-

nored [45].

In this section we discuss the choices we made

for the interaction part to define what we con-

sider as a standard NJL model for applications

to compact star physics. We also discuss aspects

of NJL-type models which we denote as exten-

sions to the standard NJL model.

Of importance in the low temperature do-

main at high densities is the formation of di-

quark condensates signalling color supercon-

ducting properties of the system. Solutions of

the self-consistent meanfield equations for the

quark masses and diquark gaps within the 3-

flavor NJL model have first been presented in

[46–48]. Shortly after, the before neglected vec-

tor channel interaction has been included [17].

This resulted in stiff QM EoS which describe hy-

brid NS with QM cores in full agreement with

the observation of even the most massive NS -

given the nuclear matter EoS is sufficiently stiff

[17].

The NJL Lagrangian for a quark matter

model can be obtained from a global color model

of QCD which ascribes all nonperturbative low-

energy QCD aspects to the coupling of quark

currents via a model gluon propagator which in

the limit of heavy gluon exchange reduce to a

local coupling. Technically this is followed by

a Fierz-transformation which results in a num-

ber of different interaction channels. The Fierz-

transformation gives an explicit ratio between

the coupling constants of the different channels,

which, if applied strictly, usually do not result in

the very best results when it comes to describ-

ing NS observables. As it shows, already rather

small variations of the couplings do significantly

change the outcome of this kind of studies. Per-

forming these variations seems completely legit-

imate to us, considering the before stated fact,

that an NJL-model due to the underlying sim-

plifications can at best be understood as an ef-

fective model, which consequently should be in-

terpreted flexible enough to describe reality if

adjusted properly. The interplay of all possible

interaction channels so far has never been fully

studied. We conclude at the current stage of re-
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search that one should systematically investigate

the influence of every single one. Further terms,

which do not directly follow from the sketched

approach but can result from the full theory, as

for instance the Polyakov-loop term describing

the gluon sector, should be carefully added.

As a standard NJL-type model Lagrangian

for dense quark matter studies we define

L = L0 + LS + LPS + LV + LAV + LD. (1)

The first term in the Lagrangian is the kinetic

term for free Dirac quarks,

L0 = q̄(−iγµ∂µ + m̂ + γ0µ̂)q , (2)

where m̂ = diagf (mu,md,ms) is the current

quark mass matrix, and µ̂ = diagf (µu, µd, µs)

the corresponding matrix for the quark chemical

potentials. Instead of accounting explicitly for

the minimal coupling to the non-Abelian, self-

interacting gluon fields prominent in the original

QCD Lagrangian, we understand here that the

gluon degrees of freedom are “integrated out”

leaving instead an interaction Lagrangian con-

sisting of combinations of quark bilinears with

nonperturbatively strong couplings. The stan-

dard choice for these current-current interaction

terms is guided by the observed meson spectrum

and by chiral symmetry. The most important of

these are the scalar and pseudo-scalar interac-

tion channels,

LS = GS

8
∑

a=0

(q̄τaq)2, (3)

LPS = GPS

8
∑

a=0

(q̄γ5τaq)2, (4)

with the Gell-Mann matrices τa acting in fla-

vor space, gives access to the key-feature for

which NJL-type models are widely used, viz.

the dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry. The

pseudo-scalar channel does not contribute to the

thermodynamical potential in meanfield approx-

imation, but as it is formally necessary in or-

der to keep the Lagrangian chirally invariant,

we consider it being part of the model. Con-

sequently, as soon as local variations of the

scalar contributions are investigated, both terms

should be taken into account. Chiral symmetry

then requires GPS = GS .

The next two terms describe the vector

and pseudo-vector interaction, again of current-

current type. As discussed earlier they are ex-

tremely important if one investigates the ques-

tion whether QM occurs in the interior of NS. It

has often been claimed that the existence of mas-

sive NS implies a negative answer. This state-

ment, although wide spread and often met is

nevertheless wrong. The reason for this wrong

conclusion is usually found in a particular choice

for the model which is supposed to describe QM

at finite densities. This manifests in an insuffi-

cient stiffness of the EoS even though there is nor

theoretical reason for such a limitation. In our

model a stiffening is described by the repulsive

vector (and pseudo-vector) interaction channel,

LV = GV (q̄iγµq)2, (5)

LAV = GAV (q̄iγ5γ0q)2. (6)

Note, that these terms naturally appear after
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Fierz transformation of the local heavy gluon ex-

change interaction model which would then fix

also the coupling strengths relative to the scalar

channel as GV = GAV = 1
2
GS (see, e.g., ap-

pendix A of [41]). As for the pseudo-scalar inter-

action the term related to the axial-vector cou-

pling vanishes in mean field approximation but

is required to keep the Lagrangian chirally sym-

metric. In this sense we consider it to be part of

the standard NJL model without impact on the

mean field thermodynamics.

The last term we consider accounts for scalar

diquark correlations,

LD = GD

∑

a,b=2,5,7

(q̄iγ5τaλbCq̄T )(qTCiγ5τaλaq) ,

(7)

where τa are again the Gell-Mann matrices in

flavor space, but we also introduce their coun-

terparts λa acting in the color space. The ma-

trix C is the charge conjugation matrix and GD

is yet another coupling constant introduced into

the model. Note, that this term involves an in-

teraction vertex of the (qq)2 type and that it is

antisymmetric w.r.t. quark exchange thus ful-

filling the requirement of the Pauli principle for

the diquark correlation. As for the vector cou-

pling channel the diquark interaction channels

can be obtained via Fierz transformation of the

heavy gluon exchange model [41] which results

in GD = 0.75 GS . The scalar diquark interac-

tion (7) is attractive and can therefore lead to

diquark condensation at low temperatures and

high densities, according to the Cooper theorem

[49]. As opposed to early works on diquark con-

densates and resulting color superconductivity

which were based on perturbative one gluon ex-

change [50], the renaissance of color supercon-

ductivity started in 1997 was based on nonper-

turbative interaction models like the above NJL

one (see, e.g., [51–53]) and gave large diquark

pairing gaps of the order of the fermion mass.

Therefore, the scalar diquark channel (7) gives

important contributions to the thermodynamics

of cold, dense quark matter and cannot be omit-

ted in effective models of compact star matter.

These terms describe the standard NJL model

as we use it for the present study.

However, several extensions are possible. We

want to name a few of them which we consider

important. The first comes from the so called

Kobayashi-Maskawa-’t Hooft (KMT) interaction

[54, 55]

LK = −K[detf (q̄(1 + γ5)q) + detf (q̄(1 − γ5)q)],

(8)

where the determinants are taken in flavor space.

This determinant interaction is based on the sin-

gle instanton solution and gives access to the

UA(1) anomaly and the resulting η − η
′

mass

splitting. However, there exist different sources

for this symmetry breaking [56] which relate this

aspect of low energy QCD to nonperturbative

field configurations in the gluon sector which

(unlike the instantons) are also related to con-

finement such as center vortices or a squeezed

gluon condensate [57, 58]. To date, it is not clear
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which effects on the mean field thermodynam-

ics of quark matter such alternative realizations

of the UA(1) anomaly would have, if any. We

consider any modeling of the UA(1) symmetry

breaking such as the KMT interaction (and its

Fierz transformed interaction [59–61] which in-

volves the coupling of chiral and diquark conden-

sates) as part of an extension beyond the stan-

dard NJL-type model introduced above. Second,

we mention the Polyakov loop potential U(Φ, Φ̄)

which is often added to NJL-type model La-

grangians in order to account for the existence of

gluons and the phenomenon of (de)confinement.

In Polyakov gauge (A4 = φ3λ3 +φ8λ8) the fields

Φ and Φ̄ can be expressed as

Φ =
1

Nc
Trc

{

exp

[

i

∫ β

0

dτA4(τ)

]}

. (9)

The form of the potential U(Φ, Φ̄) in the pres-

ence of quarks, in particular at finite densities

is not uniquely determined. Several potential

ansätze have been proposed in the literature

[62, 63] where the temperature dependence of its

coefficients has been determined by pure gauge

lattice QCD. A possible extension to finite chem-

ical potentials has been proposed based on di-

mensionally consistent combinations of powers

in terms of temperature and chemical potential

[64, 65].

A third extension could be implemented by a

residual bag pressure which may even be chem-

ical potential dependent to account for possible

medium dependences of the gluon sector, as from

a “melting” of the gluon condensate. For recent

models including a bag function along with a

color superconducting NJL model of quark mat-

ter see, e.g., [33, 65–67].

Finally, we mention so-called crystalline

(color) superconducting phases, also known

as Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell (LOFF)

phases because of their similarity to condensed

matter superconductors with magnetic impuri-

ties [68, 69], see Ref. [70] for a recent review.

Initial investigations of LOFF phases [71, 72]

were performed with fixed quark masses and

thus ignored the fact that a simultaneous self-

consistent solution of light and strange quark

mass gap equations together with the pairing

gap equations is essential for the phase struc-

ture itself. This has been corrected later [73] and

revealed that two-flavor color-superconducting

LOFF phases can be energetically favored in

compact stars and form stable hybrid star config-

urations with masses above 2 M⊙ [74, 75]. The

crystallinity of the 2SC phase may not essen-

tially affect the question for the maximum mass

of hybrid stars but can affect their cooling be-

havior and therefore our understanding of NS

phenomenology [76].

Let us now turn to the thermodynamical po-

tential of the standard NJL model for QM under

NS constraints in the mean field approximation

[17, 46],
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Ω(T, µ) =
φ2

u + φ2

d + φ2

s

8GS
−
ω2

u + ω2

d + ω2

s

8GV
+

∆2

ud + ∆2

us + ∆2

ds

4GD
−

∫

d3p

(2π)3

18
∑

n=1

[

En + 2T ln
(

1 + e−En/T
)]

+Ωl−Ω0.

(10)

With Ωl we added the lepton contributions (elec-

trons and muons), Ω0 guarantees zero pressure

in the vacuum. The extrema with respect to a

variation of the meson and diquark mean fields

φf , ωf and ∆fk then define the gap equations

∂Ω

∂φf

=
∂Ω

∂ωf

=
∂Ω

∂∆fk

= 0 , (11)

their solutions determine thermodynamically

stable equilibrium solutions.

B. Model parameters

As in-medium properties of quark matter are

barely known, an appropriate strategy to ad-

just free model parameters is to describe well

known vacuum properties of mesons (in gen-

eral: hadrons). In our model this is possible

for the scalar coupling strength GS and the mo-

mentum cut-off Λ which is necessary to regular-

ize the divergent one-loop integrals. More pa-

rameters which enter the model are the current

quark masses mu, md and ms. For simplicity

we set mu = md. In the chiral limit, for van-

ishing current quark masses, the pion and the

kaon are true massless Goldstone bosons of the

broken chiral symmetry. The two parameters

GS and Λ are then adjusted by the pion decay

constant fπ = 93 MeV and, e.g., the chiral con-

densate 〈ūu〉 = −(240 MeV)3. The light and

strange current quark masses are then fixed by

the pion and kaon mass, respectively. The de-

tails of this parameterization procedure and a

number of representative parameterizations in-

cluding the two sets used in the present work

are found in [36][82]. The fitting procedure is

not without ambiguities regarding the relation

between scalar coupling, light quark masses, re-

maining parameters and the hadron properties

the model is adjusted to. In other words it is

possible to describe this set of values with differ-

ent values of the scalar coupling. Even though

this does not give us arbitrary freedom to choose

a scalar coupling, slight variations are possible.

The values of the vector coupling strength GV

and the diquark coupling strength GD can be

constrained by the values they attain if all in-

teraction channels originated from the Fierz re-

arrangement of a heavy gluon exchange model.

This defines their ratios to the scalar coupling

strength ηV = GV /GS and ηD = GD/GS to

be ηFierzV = 0.5 and ηFierzD = 0.75, respectively.

These values actually result in a fair description

of vector meson and nucleon masses (see, e.g.,

[44]). In this sense both values can be obtained

from vacuum properties.

We take a slightly different perspective, based

on the idea that both, vector meson and di-

quark interaction channels are particularly sus-
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ceptible to density effects and thus become

strongly renormalized under dense matter con-

ditions which we apply for this model. This sit-

uation is well known from the Walecka model

for nuclear matter where the scalar and vector

meson couplings are adjusted to the phenomeno-

logical saturation properties of nuclear matter

rather than they reflect first principles.

Therefore, we use the above NJL model as

an effective model with ηV and ηD being free

parameters. A similar study we performed in

[26] where we found hybrid EoS for a variety of

ηV and ηD which would predict NS with a QM

core.

In this study we extend this scan in order to

explore the impact of the before mentioned am-

biguity regarding the precise choice of the scalar

coupling GS . For this purpose we chose two pa-

rameterizations from Ref. [36] which both de-

scribe the same vacuum properties but differ by

about 15% with respect to the scalar coupling.

The resulting parameterizations are shown in

Tab. I. Both sets have been used before, Set

A to obtain the results of Ref. [77], Set B for

example in Ref. [17]. Note, that the constituent

quark mass of Set B is close to the nucleon mass

divided by three and therefore close to what we

would consider as a reasonable lower limit.

C. Quark-hadron phase transition

The NJL model as we use it describes the

thermodynamics of deconfined quark fields and

GSΛ2 Λ[MeV] mu[MeV] ms[MeV] Mu[MeV]

Set A 2.319 602.30 5.500 112.00 367.5

Set B 2.176 629.54 5.277 135.88 330.0

TABLE I: NJL model parameterization used in the

present study, taken from Ref. [36]. Mu = mu + φu

is the constituent light quark mass in vacuum.

does not account for the formation of hadrons

due to confinement. A simple and feasible way

to describe the transition from nuclear to quark

matter is to take advantage of an independently

calculated equation of state of nuclear matter.

With this input the phase transition between the

two phases is constructed based on the standard

Gibbs rules of phase equilibrium. The nature

of the QCD phase transition is not clear, there

are ongoing discussions whether it is strongly

first order (a Maxwell-like transition), permits

the formation of regions with mixed phases of

hadrons and quarks and even pasta-like phases

or even a cross over transition with no critical

end point in the QCD phase diagram at all.

Here, we assume a strong first order phase tran-

sition, modelled by a Maxwell-construction. For

details and the specifics of this construction un-

der the constraints of β−equilibrium as well as

electric and color charge neutrality in the pres-

ence of diquark condensates see, e.g., Refs. [78–

80].

For our analysis we apply the nuclear Dirac-

Brueckner Hartree-Fock (DBHF) EoS which has

proven to perform reasonably well for describing

nuclear matter saturation properties and kaon
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data [38] as well as NS properties [39] even

though it tends to behave too stiff above densi-

ties of about 3.5 times saturation density. On the

other side, this stiffness occurs in a region where

QM degrees of freedom are not unlikely to be the

only ones which are relevant. Amongst other

reasons we prefer the DBHF EoS because it is

based on a relativistic and microscopical descrip-

tion of many-particle interactions. It starts from

a given free nucleon-nucleon interaction (the rel-

ativistic Bonn A potential) fitted to nucleon-

nucleon scattering data and deuteron proper-

ties. In ab initio calculations based on many-

body techniques one then derives the nuclear en-

ergy functional from first principles, i.e., treating

short-range and many-body correlations explic-

itly. In the relativistic DBHF approach the nu-

cleon inside the medium is dressed by the self-

energy based on a T-matrix. The in-medium

T-matrix as obtained from the Bethe-Salpeter

equation plays the role of an effective two-body

interaction which contains all short-range and

many-body correlations in the ladder approxi-

mation. As we have shown in the context of hy-

brid EoS the rather stiff behavior at high densi-

ties is not necessarily relevant if the phase tran-

sition to QM occurs at low enough densities of

about three to four times saturation density [17].

III. RESULTS

For both sets, A and B, with different pa-

rameterizations regarding the scalar coupling

strengths GS we calculated the full QM EoS for

eight values of the effective vector coupling ηV

between 0 and 0.7 in steps of 0.1. For the ef-

fective diquark coupling we chose a stepwidth

of 0.02 in the interval [0.8, 0.94] and 0.01 in the

interval [0.94, 1.15] equal to 29 different values.

These choices provided a sufficient coverage of

the range of parameters which can result in sta-

ble hybrid star configurations. Additionally we

performed the same amount of calculations for

symmetric matter. This gives a total of 928 dif-

ferent QM EoS we computed, where each re-

quired about two hours of computing time on

a 2.7 GHz quad-core Opteron(tm) processor of

which we had ten available.

With the resulting hybrid EoS we solved the

TOV equations and obtained mass-radius (M-

R) and mass-central density relations (M-n) re-

lations for spherically symmetric compact stars.

The computational effort for this part has been

negligible despite the very large number of cal-

culated neutron stars.

In the following we explore the relation be-

tween the free parameters (ηD, ηV , and the

scalar coupling strength GS) of the introduced

NJL model EoS and the resulting NS character-

istics (maximum NS masses, critical NS masses

for the phase transition, and the corresponding

M-R relations). We will highlight the parameter

regions where agreement with the observations

of 2M⊙ pulsars and flow measurements in HIC

could been obtained.
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A. Analysis of the 2M⊙ constraint

In order to illustrate the general influence of

the coupling constants ηD and ηV we will first

vary only one of them and keep the other con-

stant. We start with the diquark coupling at a

constant value of ηD = 1.0 and vary the vector

coupling ηV . As it is expected from an repul-

sive interaction channel increasing ηV increases

the stiffness of the QM EoS. As a consequence a

higher value of ηV leads to higher densities for

the onset of the phase transition and simultane-

ously to higher maximum NS masses. The same

general behavior holds for both sets, A and B, as

we illustrate in Figs. 1 and 2. Note, that despite
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FIG. 1: (Color online.) Mass-radius and mass-

central density sequences for varying vector coupling

strength ηV at fixed ηD = 1.0 for set A.

this general stiffening of the EoS with increasing

vector coupling, the transition densities for the

same sets of values (ηD, ηV ) differ between both

sets. This difference is most pronounced at small
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FIG. 2: (Color online.) Same as Fig. 1 for set B.

values of ηD where Set A shows an onset of QM

at higher densities than Set B.

Next, we perform a variation of ηD at a fixed

value of ηV = 0.3. Again set A and B have the

same systematic behavior with only quantitative

differences, as shown in the Figs. 3 and 4. In-

creasing the coupling strength in the diquark in-

teraction channel lowers the critical density and

at the same time the maximum attainable mass

is lowered due to the resulting softening of the

EoS.

Comparing set A and B at the same values of

parameters ηD and ηV shows that a lower con-

stituent quark mass (set B) results in an ear-

lier transition to QM. We point out that be-

cause both, ηD and ηV , are defined as the ratio

of the corresponding coupling strengths to the

scalar coupling strength GS we explicitly do not

compare equal coupling strengths in the coupling

channels.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we present M-R curves for
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FIG. 3: (Color online.) Mass-radius and mass-

central density sequences for varying diquark cou-

pling strength ηD at fixed ηV = 0.3 for set A.
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FIG. 4: (Color online.) Same as Fig. 3 for set B.

parameter sets chosen such that the maximum

obtained mass is 1.97 M⊙, corresponding to the

mass expectation value of PSR J1614-2230 [11]

and to the lower limit of the 1σ band of the mass

measurement for PSR J0348+0432 [12].

One clearly observes the general tendency

that when increasing the vector coupling one

would have to increase also the diquark coupling

in order to keep the maximum NS mass at a con-

stant value. This represents the earlier stated

fact, that ηV stiffens and ηD softens the EoS.

Therefore, we find that the constraint of a given

NS mass is fulfilled for monotonously rising func-

tions in the ηD − ηV parameter plane.

We note, that for any hybrid EoS which re-

produces the maximum mass of PSR J1614-2230

the radius of the most massive configuration

does not depend significantly on the chosen pa-

rameters and is around 12 km.
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FIG. 5: (Color online.) Systematics of mass-radius

and mass-central density curves for set A with the

parameter pairs (ηD, ηV ) chosen such that the maxi-

mum mass equals 1.97 M⊙, the mass of PSR J1614-

2230.

The discussed results are summarized in

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for Set A and Set B, re-

spectively. The red band covers all possible

parameterizations which result in a maximum

mass equal to the mass of PSR J1614-2230 while
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the blue band corresponds to the mass of PSR

J0438+0432. Non-solid black lines refer to a cer-

tain NS mass (given in the legend) at which QM

appears in the NS core. This information is use-

ful to estimate the amount of QM in a given pa-

rameterization. Note, that if one follows the red

(or blue) band from the left to the right the cor-

responding critical NS mass, where QM appears

first, decreases. This just illustrates that one

can expect larger QM cores in NS configurations

with higher values of ηD (and consequently ηV ) if

the different EoS all result in the same maximum

NS mass. Of course, the reason for this is a low-

ering of the critical density along the red (blue)

band from the left to the right. The solid black

line, labelled with 2.1 M⊙ denotes the border

between model parameter regions for which the

maximum NS mass is below or beyond 2.1 M⊙.

At any given ηD, heavier configurations are

found at higher values for ηV . For parameter-

izations within the cyan region we do not ob-

tain any stable hybrid NS configuration. Even

though all these solutions are purely hadronic,

the maximum masses in this region can differ, as

the phase transition to quark matter can occur

at central densities below the central density cor-

responding to the maximum mass of the purely

hadronic EoS. In this case a transition to QM

only results in a lowering of the maximum mass

of purely hadronic NS due to the instability of

the hybrid star configurations. The light orange

region denoted as ”Quark Stars” deserves a sep-

arate discussion. In this domain we find quark

matter favored over hadronic matter at all densi-

ties (or chemical potentials). Therefore, a phase

transition does not occur. Even though we con-

sider the total missing of a phase transition, in

particular at low densities, as an artefact of our

QM model one can conclude, that in this domain

the phase transition is taking place at extremely

low densities. Therefore, the label ’quark stars’

is justified even though the distinction between

hybrid configurations and pure quark stars is not

as strict as it appears. Near this border we ob-

serve a phenomenon known as masquerade ef-

fect [81] where the EoS for quarks and hadrons

are nearly identical and one therefore obtains al-

most identical M-R curves (hence the masquer-

ade) for the purely hadronic and the hybrid EoS.

In this scenario one can sometimes observe mul-

tiple crossings of the hadronic and QM EoS in

the P-µ plane. This can be interpreted as an in-

dicator for a crossover transition from one phase

to the other, characterized by identical EoS in
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the transition region. Certainly, a Maxwell con-

struction as we have performed is not suited to

address this scenario.

The green lines in Figs. 7 and 8 refer to the

critical density of symmetric hadronic matter

where the phase transition to QM takes place

(the values are given in the plot). As this con-

cerns properties of symmetric matter we will dis-

cuss this in more detail in the following section.
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FIG. 7: (Color online.) Full analysis of hybrid NS

with QM core in the ηV -ηD parameter space for set A.

The colored hatched regions denote parameter pairs

where no stable hybrid stars are possible (cyan), the

entire star is composed of quark matter (orange) and

where the maximum mass for the hybrid EoS is con-

tained in the 1σ band of the mass measurement for

PSR J1614-2230 (red) or PSR J0438+0432 (blue).

The bold green lines denote given densities for the

QM onset in symmetric matter: 3 n0 (solid) and

4 n0 (dash-dotted). The thin black lines stand for

given NS masses at QM onset: 2.1 M⊙ (dash-dotted),

1.9 M⊙ (dashed), 1.7 M⊙ (solid), and 1.5 M⊙ (dash-

double dotted).
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FIG. 8: (Color online.) Same as Fig. 7 for Set B;

additional densities for the QM onset in symmetric

matter (see legend) indicate the onset of the direct

Urca (DU) cooling process in NS matter at 1.3 M⊙

according to the hadronic DBHF EoS (bold dotted

magenta line).

B. Connection to symmetric matter and

the flow constraint

While matter in a NS due to the established

β-equilibrium and electric charge neutrality is in

general highly isospin asymmetric, in particu-

lar in the NS core, the matter in HIC is fairly

isospin symmetric. Understanding the proper-

ties of symmetric matter under the HIC condi-

tions of high temperature and density is of great

importance for the exploration and the under-

standing of a wide range of phenomena. Fo-

cussing on the QCD phase transition one can

divide measured observables roughly into those

which are are highly sensitive to a phase transi-

tion and those which are not. Most observables
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concerning particle yields fall into the latter cat-

egory. The most promising for the exploration

of thermodynamic properties of matter in heavy

ion collisions are processes associated with the

hydrodynamic expansion of the fireball and con-

nected to anisotropies in the observed particle

distributions. An interpretation of the measure-

ments in terms of thermodynamic properties is

a difficult and highly involved task that suffers

from systematic uncertainties. Attempts have

been made to analyze elliptic flow data in order

to specify a region in the pressure-density plane

which provides upper and lower limits for the

pressure at a given density [37].

Our conclusions for the qualitative depen-

dence of the deconfinement phase transition on

the η-parameters of our model hold in the same

way for symmetric matter as discussed in the

previous section for NS matter. We remind,

that a higher value of ηV leads to an onset of

quark matter at higher densities and conversely

a higher value of ηD leads to an earlier transi-

tion. An increase of the constituent quark mass

(by a larger scalar coupling strength GS) leads

to lower transition densities. Figs. 9 and 10 (for

set A and B, respectively) show the EoS for sym-

metric matter at a fixed value of ηV = 0.3 with

different coupling strengths in the diquark chan-

nel. The results are plotted on top of the flow

constrained region (green area). It is clearly vis-

ible that the red solid plotted hadronic DBHF

EoS would violate the flow constraint at about

n = 0.55 fm−3, corresponding to 3.5 times the

saturation density n0. While describing the

phase transition by performing a Maxwell con-

struction the occurrence of a quark branch in

the hybrid EoS necessarily leads to a softening

of the EoS in the corresponding domain. In our

scenario this turns out to be of advantage, as the

violation of the flow constraint by DBHF at high

densities is corrected for the hybrid EoS, given

the phase transition occurs around the density

n ≃ 0.55 fm−3. In this particular example with

ηV = 0.3 this holds for ηD >
∼ 1.05 (Set A, Fig. 9)

or ηD >
∼ 0.95 (Set B, Fig. 10), respectively.
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FIG. 9: (Color online.) Symmetric hybrid EoS at

different ηD for fixed ηV = 0.3 in comparison to the

flow constraint for Set A.

While the value of ηV in the previous para-

graph has been chosen arbitrarily one could ask

for a justification of this parameter choice. As

our aim is to find connections between NS and

HIC observables we discuss the question what

consequences arise for the phase transition in

HIC if one would know that QM exists at least
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FIG. 10: (Color online.) Same as Fig. 9 for Set B.

in the heavier compact stars. Because the NS

mass increases with the central density the op-

posite scenario - QM exists only in less massive

NS - is not realistic for regular NS. This might be

different for ’3rd family’ stars which arise from

twin solutions where one can find a second sta-

ble branch of exotic NS with smaller radii and

masses below those we discuss.

In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 (representing Set A and

B, respectively) we show symmetric EoS with

parameters which under NS constraints result

in a maximum masses of 1.97 M⊙, the mass of

PSR J1614-2230. In both cases we find similar

values for the critical density, all in the vicin-

ity of the density where the DBHF EoS would

begin to violate the flow constraint. For Set B,

the parameterization with a smaller value of the

constituent quark mass, the phase transition is

shifted towards slightly lower densities. As this

brings Set B into better agreement with the flow

constraint, this slight change is meaningful. In
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FIG. 11: (Color online.) Symmetric hybrid EoS for

different pairs of (ηV , ηD), all describing a maximum

NS mass equal to that of PSR J1614-2230. (Set A.)
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FIG. 12: (Color online.) Same as Fig. 11 for Set B.

these Figures the phase transition in symmetric

matter appears to take place at an almost con-

stant value. As the EoS parameterizations with

respect to ηV and ηD are very different and just

agree in reproducing the same maximum mass

(chosen to be 1.97 M⊙, compatible with the mea-

sured masses of both 2 M⊙ pulsars, PSR J1614-

2230 [11] and PSR J0438+0432 [12], within the
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1σ range) this gives the following interesting re-

sult.

If it turns out, that the mass of PSR J1614-

2230 is close to the maximum mass a NS can

maintain, then the actual parameters of the QM

model are of minor relevance for the approximate

value of the critical density in symmetric matter.

This holds under the assumption that QM does

exist in the core of this pulsar. If we assume the

opposite, claiming that QM does not exist in any

NS, our observation is still useful as the almost

parameter independent critical density we found

can be interpreted as the absolute lower limit to

the actual critical density in symmetric matter.

The phase transition in HIC under no circum-

stances can occur at lower densities as this would

result in NS with quark matter core.

However, more valuable from the perspective

of how to constrain our QM model is the first sit-

uation, where at least some NS are hybrid stars.

If confirmed, this would greatly constrain the

possible parameter range of our model. To il-

lustrate this we refer to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. In

both cases the allowed region of parameters is

limited from below by the lower edge of the red

band and from above by the lower edge of the

region with no stable hybrid solutions. If the

existence of QM in compact stars is excluded

by whatever reason a realistic QM EoS can, of

course, be found only in the cyan hatched re-

gion of parameterizations which result in un-

stable hybrid configurations and configurations

with a quark matter onset beyond the central

density for the maximum mass of the purely

hadronic EoS. Looking closely, one realizes that

this argumentation works best for Set A. In the

corresponding Fig. 7 the red (blue) band, denot-

ing configurations with maximum masses in the

1σ band of mass measurements for the 2 M⊙

pulsar PSR J1614-2230 (PSR J0438+432) runs

almost parallel to the dash-dotted green curve

which represents parameterizations with a con-

stant critical density of nc = 4.0 n0. For Set B in

Fig. 8 a similar discussion could hold for smaller

values of ηD (and therefore ηV ). However, for

values close to ηD = 1.0 one can find very dif-

ferent critical densities in symmetric matter for

slightly different parameterizations.

We stated early in this paper, that one of

the big unknowns in our analysis is the hadronic

EoS. In this sense our analysis is not complete

and should be repeated with a wide range of dif-

ferent nuclear EoS in order to get a better idea

about the possible spectrum of hybrid EoS ob-

tained within the class of two-phase models with

basic superconducting NJL quark matter. For

now, we can just pretend, that DBHF is a fairly

realistic hadronic EoS. A last, and very interest-

ing result has to be understood from this per-

spective. If we strictly require that our QM EoS

has to repair the violation of the flow constraint

by DBHF this means that the phase transition

in symmetric matter has to take place below a

density of about 3.25 n0. In the case of Set A as

visible in Fig. 7 this is difficult to achieve but not

impossible. There is a small region at ηD ≈ 1.1,
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ηV ≈ 0.55 which would permit this. In this re-

gion of the parameter space, the size of the QM

core in NS is large, the transition density conse-

quently very low. If DBHF is a realistic EoS for

low densities in NS matter and up to 3.25 n0 in

symmetric matter and if the upper bound of the

flow constraint is reliable the existence of heavy

NS with QM content provides a very tight con-

straint on both, ηD and ηV . The situation is a

bit less extreme for Set B, as seen in Fig. 7. In

this case one would expect ηD to be larger than

0.975 but not larger than 1.05. The vector cou-

pling ηV in this domain can vary widely between

about 0.4 and 0.6.

We point out again, that Set A corresponds

to higher constituent quark masses than Set B.

Constituent quark masses below these for Set

B are barely realistic. In this sense we find,

that high constituent quark masses are less easily

brought into agreement with DBHF as an EoS

which does not fulfil the flow constraint. Ignor-

ing this it seems easier for the same set to derive

lower limits for the onset of quark matter in HIC.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusion of this investigation is

that the existence of quark matter in neu-

tron stars is not excluded by any current

data. We described a wide number of param-

eterizations which result in NS configurations

with a quark matter core that reach masses up

to 2.1 M⊙ and thus fulfill the constraint from the

new mass measurements of PSR J1614-2230 and

PSR J0438+432 Some of our parameterizations

resulted in NS with quark cores containing half

of the total mass of the star. The biggest un-

known in our investigation is the hadronic EoS

which determines the maximum NS mass and

the precise value of any quantity we investigated.

For one of the investigated sets (Set A) we

found a strong correlation between the onset

of QM in symmetric matter and the maximum

mass of the hybrid star sequence. This particu-

lar model set up implies, that the critical density

in symmetric matter is larger than or equal to

four times saturation density. With our choice

of the hadronic EoS (DBHF) this implies a vi-

olation of the flow constraint unless we choose

the above mentioned set of very strong couplings

(ηD, ηV ) = (1.1, 0.55) . If there is quark matter

in neutron stars the transition density cannot be

much larger because otherwise hybrid NS config-

urations turn unstable. On the other hand, even

if there is no QM in NS the onset density can-

not be lower, as this would theoretically result

in stable hybrid configurations.

If heavy-ion collision experiments provide

precise information about the transition density

in symmetric matter, one can favor or disfavor

the existence of quark matter in NS cores. This

correlation is less distinct for Set B with different

scalar coupling and a very small resulting con-

stituent quark mass. In this case we still esti-

mate the lowest transition density in symmetric

matter to have a value of about 2.5 n0. However,
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a similar precise statement about the largest

critical density which could still be in agreement

with the hypothetical existence of QM cores in

NS is out of scope considering the uncertainties

due to the badly known hadronic EoS. Assum-

ing, that DBHF is ’the’ EoS and that a tran-

sition to QM repairs the violation of the flow

constraint the upper limit is the density where

this violation begins, namely 3.25 n0.

To bring NS phenomenology and HIC flow

data in agreement high values of the diquark

and scalar coupling are required. In particu-

lar the vector interaction channel should have

a coupling value of ηV ≈ 0.5 or above. For the

diquark channel values of ηD around 1.0 result

in hybrid stars configurations which are in good

agreement with our data.

A lower constituent quark mass leads to an

earlier onset of quark matter. In this context

such parameterizations favor the existence of

QM in NS. The fulfillment of the flow constraint

is easier to obtain with a smaller constituent

quark mass. However, the outcome of this anal-

ysis depends strongly on the hadronic EoS. Ig-

noring the violation of the flow constraint which

is induced to this analysis by the DBHF EoS al-

lows a wide range of ηD and ηV for both, Set

A and Set B. Both coupling parameters, ηV and

ηD, are correlated due to observed high mass NS.

Summarizing our conclusions, we find that

the observation of the 2 M⊙ pulsars PSR J1614-

2230 and PSR J0438+0432 provides strong con-

straints for the occurrence of quark matter in

compact stars. Within chiral quark models of

the NJL type the occurrence of QM in NS re-

quires that QM must be color superconducting

with a rather large diquark coupling constant

and requires repulsive forces coming from a non

vanishing mean field in the vector meson inter-

action channel.

These conclusions are drawn from a mean-

field description of quark matter within a two-

phase description of quark-hadron hybrid mat-

ter. This analysis is not based on first principles

but on the other hand represents what is the cur-

rent state of the art concerning the modelling of

matter at high densities and low temperature.
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